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Abstract— Cloud Computing is emerging tremendously due
to its advantages and the flexible storage services provided by it.
Due to this the number of users has reached at the top.
Obviously the users will be sharing the sensitive data through
the cloud. And the user can’t believe the untrusted cloud server.
Hence the data access control has become very challenging in
cloud storage system. In existing work revocable data access
control scheme is proposed for multi-authority cloud storage
systems which supports the access control based on the
authority control. The authorized users who have eligible
attributes given by multiple authorities can access the data. But
it could not control the attacks which can occur by the
authorized user who are not having eligible attributes. In this
work we propose a new algorithm Improved Security Data
Access Control which overcomes the problem exists in the
existing work. And also include the efficient attribute revocation
method for multi authority cloud storage.
Index Terms— Attribute revocation, Flexible storage service,
Multi-authority, Sensitive data

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing provides so many services in that the
most important service which is provided by it is cloud
storage service. The data owners can store the huge amount of
data into the cloud server and the data will be accessible
flexibly from everywhere. This property of cloud not only
provides the benefit but also creates major challenge to data
access control. As the cloud server cannot be fully trusted by
the data owners. Hence to do access control one of the most
accepted schemes is Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based
Encryption (CP-ABE) [1]. In CP-ABE scheme, there is an
authority [2], [3] that is responsible for attribute management
and key distribution. The data owner defines access policies
and provides attributes to the users.
There exists another type of CP-ABE scheme that is multi
authority CP-ABE [4], [5] with single authority CP-ABE
scheme, where attributes are maintained and managed by
different trusted authorities. The authorities are responsible
for providing attributes to multiple users. In multi authority
cloud storage systems user attributes can be changing from
time to time. Hence the system must support the attribute
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revocation [6], [7].
Different authorities will provide different attributes to the
end users. Hence here in multi authority system the data will
also be of multiple type but all the users will not be having all
the attributes. Hence the security issue arises. In this paper we
propose a new algorithm called Improved Security Data
Access Control. This algorithm is proposed to improve the
security issue exists in the existing system. The data owner
when stores the data into the cloud server he first encrypts the
data then it will be stored in the cloud server. The key will be
generated by the authorities to different users. And it will be
given to the data owners. So when the end user accesses any
data he should not only have eligible attributes but also
provide the keys to access the data.
The new algorithm also helps to maintain the integrity of
the data stored. If the data have got modified by any attacker
the data owner will come to know about it when he verifies it.
And when any of the users tries to access the data which he
cannot access then this kind of attack will also be notified by
the authority and will be informed to the data owner. Our
system does not require the server to be fully trusted. And
even if the server is semi trusted then also our system provides
security.
The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes about the related work. Section III describes the
proposed System. System Model is described in section IV.
Security Analysis is described in section V and the
Conclusion are given in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
Data access control scheme is more important hence more
works have conducted in this field the important and related
works have been discussed here.
Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based encryption (CP-ABE)
[1]: Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based encryption scheme
represented a system for realizing complex access control on
encrypted data. Using this technique encrypted data is kept
confidential even if the storage server is untrusted. The
proposed system allows for a new type of encrypted access
control where user‟s private keys are specified by a set of
attributes and a party encrypting data can specify a policy
over their attributes specifying which users can decrypt it. It
was proved secure only under some general group heuristic,
and not in other situations.
Single Authority Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based
encryption [2] [3]: Here there exist only one authority which
provides attributes to multiple users. And all the attributes are
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managed by this authority only. This produced a security
problem and overhead to the authority as all the users need to
be maintained and managed by this authority only. It was not
efficient too.
Multi-Authority Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based
encryption [4] [5]: Here multiple authorities exist in the
system all the authorities are included in the distribution of the
attributes to the users. This scheme is more appropriate for
data access control of cloud storage systems, as users may
hold attributes issued by multiple authorities and data owner
can share the data using access policies defined on the
attributes by different authorities. This reduced the overhead
of maintaining different users. Multi- authority CP-ABE
scheme represented attribute revocation problem.

comes to know about the verification in the data
stored when he verifies it.
IV. SYSTEM MODEL
The figure shows the system architecture and it consists of
the modules: Data owner, Cloud Server, Data Encryption and
Decryption, Authority, Data Consumer and Improved
Security

Attribute Revocation [6] [7]: As multiple authorities exist
there will be multiple attributes to the user and the attributes
can be changed dynamically. That is a user can be given some
new attributes by the authority or revoked some existing
attributes. This kind of attribute revocation should be
considered accordingly. The new scheme overcomes the
problem of revocation [8] but still there exist security
problems in the existing system.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system overcomes the problem exist in the
existing system. We proposed a new algorithm named as
Improved Security data Access Control. This algorithm
improves the security of the system. The data owner when
stores the data into the cloud server he encrypts it and then
stores it. The keys will be provided to the authorized users by
respected authorities. So when the user tries to access the data
to which he is not having the eligible attribute the request gets
rejected and the user gets blocked by the authority. And
authority will also generate a message about the attack to the
data owner. So that data owner can take further action.
If the user has done it by mistake the authorized user can
contact the data owner to unblock him. If the user has not done
it then also the user can contact the data owner and can ensure
more security by asking the data owner to change the login
details.
This new algorithm also provides data integrity. It informs
about the attack by the un-authorized user to data owner when
data owner verifies about it. That is, when the data owner
needs to check the files stored on the cloud frequently. If any
modifications are found in the file on the server by any
unauthorized access then this algorithm informs the data
owner that the file is not safe, it is modified.
Our system is proposed to do the following:
 Our system not only provides forward and backward
security but it also provides improved security by
providing access control on authorized users.
 The algorithm proposed by us improves the security
by informing about the attack to the data owner.
 We also provided the data integrity. As the data owner
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Fig 1: System Architecture

 Data Owner: In this module, the data owner uploads
their data in the cloud server. For the security
purpose the data owner encrypts the data file and
then stores it in the cloud. The data owner can
change the policy over data files by updating the
expiration time. The Data owner is capable of
manipulating the encrypted data file.
Data owner is also responsible for blocking and
unblocking the malicious user when he gets the
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message of the attack by the authorized user. Data
owner also checks for the integrity by verifying the
uploaded files time to time.
 Cloud Server: The cloud service provider manages a
cloud to provide data storage service. Data owners
encrypt their data files and store them in the cloud
for sharing with data consumers. To access the
shared data files, data consumers download
encrypted data files of their interest from the cloud
and then decrypt them.
 Data Encryption and Decryption: All the legal
users in the system can freely query any interested
encrypted and decrypted data. Upon receiving the
data from the server, the user runs the decryption
algorithm Decrypt to decrypt the cipher text by using
its secret keys from different Attribute Authorities
(AAs). Only the attributes the user possesses satisfy
the access structure defined in the cipher text CT, the
user can get the content key. Here AES Algorithm is
being used to encrypt and decrypt all the data.
 Authority: Authorities from different domain provide
the attributes to the end users. One end user can have
the attributes given from different authorities and
even the authorities can give the attributes to
different end users. Only the end users who have the
authorized attributes can access the particular files.
 Data Consumer: Here the user can only access the
data file with the encrypted key if the user has the
privilege to access the file that is if the user have
enough attribute to access that file. For the user
level, all the privileges are given by the Domain
authority as attributes and the data users are
controlled by the Domain Authority only. Users may
try to access data files either within or outside the
scope of their access privileges, so malicious users
may collude with each other to get sensitive files
beyond their privileges. And these kind of malicious
users are caught by the improved security algorithm.
 Improved Security: This newly designed algorithm
is responsible for providing improved security to the
data stored. It generates the email message to the
data owner that some attack has been occurred by the
malicious user. Then the data owner can take the
further action by blocking that user. If any attacker
modifies some file then it informs to the data owner
about the modifications when the data owner verifies
that file.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Our Data access control scheme is secure where we achieve
forward security, backward security, improved security, and
data integrity.
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1. Forward Security: Forward Security is achieved
when any new user is joined. If the new user has
sufficient attributes new keys will be generated and
provided to the new users. Hence the new user can
access previously published data also. And the
already existed authorized users will also be
provided the newly generated keys. Hence the
problem is resolved even for them.
2. Backward Security: Each time when the secret key
update algorithm runs it provides new secret key to
all the authorized users. When any attribute is
revoked then user will be automatically removed
from the list of that authority and hence he will not
get the new key. When the user does not have the
attribute and the newly generated key he cannot
access the data. Like this the backward security is
achieved.
3. Improved Security: When the authorized user tries to
access the data for which he is not having the
attribute at that time this will come into picture. The
authorized user will obviously not get that requested
data and also he will get blocked. A message
informing about this will also be sent immediately
after the attack. This reduces security risk of the
unauthorized users who have compromised
authorized users also.
4. Data Integrity: Data integrity is maintained by data
owner. Data owner keeps checking the files stored
into clod data base. When any of the attackers
attacks and modifies the data stored then data owner
will come to know about the attack and the
verification of that file. Like this the data integrity is
maintained.

VI. CONCLUSION
As the number of users in cloud computing increasing
security issues are also increasing accordingly. The main
security issue can be how to control the unauthorized data
access in cloud. In this paper we proposed an efficient data
access control scheme with improved security. Our scheme
not only restricts the unauthorized access but also ensures
secure access by the authorized users. Along with that data
integrity is also provided. This scheme is proposed for
multi-authority cloud storage system. This scheme can be
applied in social networks which are online and also in the
remote storage systems.
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